Data-driven instruction is simply good educational practice. In our deaf education certification program—which confers master’s degrees in education at Valdosta State University through a variety of online options—we address this issue directly with our graduate students, all of whom are teacher candidates. One of the ways we do so is through a required “reading action research project.”

First: Understand the Student

The project begins with the course. As coursework is online and our teacher candidates are in various states, the professor provides a video-recording outlining the steps. Teacher candidates learn that they must:

- Identify and obtain permission to work with a student in need of an intervention.

  The student can be in any K-12 grade and in the teacher candidate’s or another teacher’s classroom. They may work with the student in class or on a tutorial basis.
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• **Administer assessments to identify the student’s reading level.** This includes the *Basic Reading Inventory: Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve and Early Literacy Assessments* (BRI) (Johns, Elish-Piper, & Johns, 2017), with its grade-level word lists and reading passages.

• **Select reading passages that align with the student’s instructional and independent reading levels.** To address vocabulary and comprehension instruction, teachers use materials at a student’s instructional reading level, while materials at the student’s independent reading level are used for fluency.

• **Conduct a miscue analysis on these assessment passages.** The miscue analysis through the BRI allows the teacher candidate to identify the strategies the student uses to make sense of the text. While passages selected and analyzed are the same for students who use spoken language and students who use sign language, the analysis is modified for signing students to account for things such as sign substitutions and omissions. Students are also asked to retell the passages and respond to five to 10 comprehension questions.

• **Conduct a third reading-related assessment for triangulation.** For students who use sign language, another passage on their reading level is selected and they are video-recorded as they render it in sign language using the Signed Reading Fluency Rubric (Easterbrooks & Huston, 2008), which measures 13 sign language components (including facial expression, role taking, and eye gaze) and five levels of proficiency across each component (including *not observed*, *emerging*, and *fluent*). For students who use spoken language, teacher candidates work with the mentoring teacher to select a third assessment. This may be the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test, or a different assessment.

**Second: Develop Teaching Objectives**

Using the data they have collected, our teacher candidates develop objectives for instruction. The instructional objectives must span the four areas cited as critical by the National Reading Panel (2000). These include:

• **Phonological awareness.** For students who use spoken language, phonological awareness might focus on pronunciation of ending sounds or identification of syllables in given words. For students who use sign language, phonological awareness might mean manipulating the individual parameters of signs (i.e.,
handshape, location, and movement).

- **Vocabulary.** For both students who use sign language and students who use spoken language, focus is on the recognition and knowledge of words that are used in the teacher’s instruction.

- **Fluency.** For students who use spoken language, this may mean reading with expression that is appropriate to the text. For students who use sign language, this may mean rendering phrases in conceptually correct sign language.

- **Comprehension.** To show comprehension, students who use sign language and students who use spoken language are assessed on their ability to accurately identify specific details from the lesson.

Typically, our teacher candidates differ in their ability to construct measurable objectives. The professor, therefore, provides a formula that they may apply that includes specific behavior, criteria (e.g., identify five words), and degree of success (e.g., across two out of three trials). Posting their objectives for feedback allows other teacher candidates to see their work and enables them to teach each other. Teacher candidates revise their objectives as needed before they begin their lesson plans.

**Third: Develop the Lessons**

The next step is to identify an instructional theme and a learning goal, to note the state standards that are relevant, and to develop four lesson plans. They must address two objectives per lesson plan: Lesson plans 1 and 2 address phonological awareness and vocabulary; lesson plans 3 and 4 address fluency and comprehension.

Lesson plans are developed according to a template that includes all of the mandatory components of the handbook of the edTPA, the teacher performance assessment, developed by researchers at the Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning, and Equity (2013) that is used around the country to measure teachers’ readiness to teach.

Teacher candidates talk with their students to identify a teaching theme—perhaps spooky stories or the Incredible Hulk. Next, they describe the pretest-posttest that they will administer to document their students’ performance on each objective before and after instruction. Teacher candidates also identify strategies that will support the student in acquiring, maintaining, and generalizing the reading skills.

The teacher candidates note step by step what they and their student will do during instructional time, including the instructional strategies they plan to use and the references for those strategies. They detail how they will open the lesson by discussing the objectives, how they will activate their learner’s prior knowledge, and how they will embed a “hook” to get their learner’s attention. Further, they explain the learning tasks, instructional supports and strategies, expected student responses, how they will scaffold and mediate information as students access and practice instructional information, and how they will use technology within the lesson. Finally, teacher candidates are encouraged to have their student summarize what he or she has learned. A posttest, exactly the same as the pretest, measures the change in proficiency related to each objective. After delivering each lesson, they provide feedback to the student related to data, the instructional objectives, and what they will focus on in the subsequent lesson. Teacher candidates also engage in reflection after each lesson, post these reflections online, and respond to the comments and reflections of their peers.

**Put It Together**

Candidates receive feedback on each lesson from the professor prior to delivering it. As teacher candidates enter the graduate program with various levels of experience and proficiency, feedback is individualized and rendered
individually. This allows the professor to demonstrate evidence-based strategies for modeling, scaffolding, and mediation (Vygotsky, 1978) within the real-world process of developing and implementing a lesson plan with a student.

The professor also comments on teacher candidates’ reflections and provides additional insight or ideas to fine-tune instruction. Teacher candidates create a PowerPoint presentation that summarizes each of the four lessons that is video-recorded, captioned, and uploaded to YouTube. They provide the link to their peers, who are required to watch and comment on their presentations.

**Research in Action**

Using action research in a graduate-level course on how to teach reading to deaf and hard of hearing children is an effective instructional practice. Although the lesson plans require detailed information, our teacher candidates have overwhelmingly supported the level of detail as it has proven helpful in their preparation for the edTPA.

In anonymous surveys from the end of the year, one graduating teacher candidate called the reading action research project an “excellent experience to work on creating lesson plans, reflect on instruction, review effectiveness, and think about future planning.” Still another wrote that doing the assessments and lessons and “synthesizing them into a final project … really forced me to think about the function of each assessment and how it fit within the bigger picture.” Further, a third graduating teacher candidate observed: “We learned about assessing a student and creating lessons based on the results. I enjoyed this practical part of this class.”

As they administer assessments, create data-based instructional objectives, develop lesson plans, incorporate state standards and features of the edTPA, and deliver their lessons, our teacher candidates learn to use assessment data to guide their teaching. The result is that the reading action research project benefits both our teacher candidates and our K-12 students.
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